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Reading material

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21589/

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21654/

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21505/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21589
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21654/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21505/


DNA/RNA synthesis









Coupling













Summary

 Rapid 2-3 days for short oligos

 Cheap, ~$.25 per/base/mg

 Efficiency about 98-99% per cycle

 Length limited by efficiency (~130)

 HW Problem



Types of labels for DNA/RNA

Fluorescent labels

Abs 336-800nm

Functional labels

Amine, thiol, carboxyl, aldehyde

Affinity Tags

Biotin

Digoxigenen

TEG



Fluorescent examples

BodipyFluoresceine

Absorbance from 336-800nm Emission from 377-820nm



Functional examples



Affinity examples

Biotin

TEG

Digoxigenen



Example for single mol SNP
Chip array with 

probe oligos
Add PCR amplified 

target DNA

Add fluorescent 

bases

Link wash and 

read

Spot size 100 microns



With single molecule imaging

Spot size < 1 micron

So we can probe 104 

times more samples



Isolation of Genomic/Plasmid



Ion exchange



Proteins

 Chemical synthesis

 Small peptides and proteins

 Small quantities for large proteins

 Biochemical synthesis

 Small peptides to large proteins

 Relatively small scale at present

 Biological synthesis

 Small to large proteins

 Small to Industrial scale



Chemical synthesis

 Synthesis

 1-50 amino acids

 Cost ~ $10/residue/mg

 Synthesis + ligation

 ~150 amino acids

 Cost ….well more.



Chemical synthesis

http://www.biotech.uiuc.edu/spps.htm
http://www.biotech.uiuc.edu/spps.htm




Synthesis + Ligation

S.B.H. Kent, P. Dawson, Synthesis of Native Proteins by 

Chemical Ligation, Annual Review of Biochemistry 69, 

925-962 (2000).



Biochemical synthesis

 In vitro translation

 Uses all the machinery of the cell for protein 

synthesis

 0.1 to 1mg of protein

 ~$500/per run



Over 30 different proteins 

produced this way



Expression

 Use of cellular machinery to make your 

proteins

 Uses DNA transfection/transformation to modify a 

host for protein expression.

 From micrograms to kilograms of protein

 Cheapest route to proteins, 0.1$/mg or less



The needed components

 DNA of target protein

 Via PCR

 Expression vector

 Many, many commercially available

 Expression host

 Bacterial, yeast, insect, mammalian



Expression vector sample





Which expression system

 Bacterial

 Easiest and cheapest

 Yeast

 Next easiest cost about the same

 Insect

 Expensive, time consuming

 Mamallian

 Most expensive and time consuming



Purification

 Affinity

 Best but can be expensive and difficult

 Easy when a “tagged” protein is being purified

 Ion exchange

 Simple and universal

 Size exclusion



Affinity



Ion exchange





Different side 

chains 

different pKa



http://scansite.mit.edu/calc_mw_pi.html

http://scansite.mit.edu/calc_mw_pi.html




Size exclusion





Workshop

 Protein synthesis and protein purification are 

much more expensive and complicated 

relative to DNA or RNA synthesis and 

purification. Why is this?



Characterization of 

biomolecules

 DNA/RNA

 RT-PCR

 Sanger sequencing method

 Proteins

 Electrophoresis

 Edman degradation sequencing

 Active site mapping

 Structural techniques



RNA characterization

We can follow up with 

DNA characterization 

methods such as 

sequencing



RT-PCR key issues

 We can use a poly T primer for RT but we 

need a forward primer for the PCR

 Forward primers can be

 Gene specific if you know your target

 Random primers for general analysis



DNA characterization

Restriction digest



DNA sequencing



Genome sequencing



DNA footprinting



DNA/RNA characterization

 RT-PCR for RNA

 Restriction digest and sequencing of DNA

 Sequence up 500 bp

 Combine sequence from digested fragments to 

achieve complete genomic sequence



Proteins

Electrophoresis

Velocity = Ez/f

f=6pnr



Mobility proportional to mass



Isoelectric focusing

V = Ez/f

f=6pnr



Amino acid composition

10 pico moles 

of amino acid



Protein sequence



Mass spec analysis





2D gels and mass spec

80% of proteins identified for yeast



Proteins

NMR





2D NMR





Proteins

X-ray



Electron density



Active site mapping



Computational methods

 Sequence comparison





Optimizing alignments

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services



Hydropathy analysis



Tools

 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services/

 http://us.expasy.org/

 http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services/
http://us.expasy.org/
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi


Getting a sequence
















